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Abstract
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Previous research has established that age-related decline occurs in measures of cerebral white matter
integrity, but the role of this decline in age-related cognitive changes is not clear. To conclude that
white matter integrity has a mediating (causal) contribution, it is necessary to demonstrate that
statistical control of the white matter-cognition relation reduces the magnitude of age-cognition
relation. In this research, we tested the mediating role of white matter integrity, in the context of a
task switching paradigm involving word categorization. Participants were 20 healthy, communitydwelling older adults (60–85 years), and 20 younger adults (18–27 years). From diffusion tensor
imaging (DTI) tractography, we obtained fractional anisotropy (FA) as an index of white matter
integrity in the genu and splenium of the corpus callosum and the superior longitudinal fasciculus
(SLF). Mean FA values exhibited age-related decline consistent with a decrease in white matter
integrity. From a model of reaction time distributions, we obtained independent estimates of the
decisional and nondecisional (perceptual-motor) components of task performance. Age-related
decline was evident in both components. Critically, age differences in task performance were
mediated by FA in two regions: the central portion of the genu, and splenium-parietal fibers in the
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right hemisphere. This relation held only for the decisional component and was not evident in the
nondecisional component. This result is the first demonstration that the integrity of specific white
matter tracts is a mediator of age-related changes in cognitive performance.
Neuroimaging studies have identified several forms of age-related change in brain structure
that are relevant as potential mediators of age-related changes in cognitive performance.
Prominent among these is age-related decline in the volume of cerebral gray matter, particularly
in prefrontal regions (Raz, 2005; Raz et al., 2005; Resnick, Pham, Kraut, Zonderman, &
Davatzikos, 2003; Tisserand et al., 2002). Age-related decline is also evident in cerebral white
matter volume, although with a different trajectory. Whereas the age-related decline in gray
matter volume is relatively linear from younger adulthood, the corresponding decline in white
matter tends to be nonlinear, with a plateau in middle-age and additional decline, beyond that
of gray matter, in later adulthood (Guttmann et al., 1998; Salat, Kaye, & Janowsky, 1999; but
cf. Marner, Nyengaard, Tang, & Pakkenberg, 2003).
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Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) can identify age-related changes in the microstructure of white
matter that may not be detectable as a volumetric decline. This imaging modality is a form of
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) that measures both the rate and directionality of the
displacement distribution of water molecules across tissue components (Basser & Jones,
2002; Beaulieu, 2002; Le Bihan, 2003; A. W. Song, Wong, Tan, & Hyde, 1996). Diffusion
can be described as occurring equally in all directions (isotropic) or restricted primarily to one
direction (anisotropic). Diffusion tends to be more anisotropic in white matter than in gray
matter due to many factors, such as the degree of compactness of white matter tracts, their
myelination, and the number of axons within a specific region.
For each voxel, DTI estimates diffusion along multiple axes, typically separated into one major
axis (eigenvector) of diffusion and two minor axes that are orthogonal to the primary
eigenvector. The most frequently used measure of white matter integrity, fractional anisotropy
(FA), is calculated on the basis of all three diffusivities (the eigenvalues λ1, λ2, λ3). The FA
is a scalar measure (0–1.0) representing the relative directionality of diffusion, independent of
its rate, with higher FA values representing a higher degree of directionality. Each eigenvalue
represents the rate of diffusion, independent of directionality. Diffusion tensor imaging studies
using animal models, confirmed by histology, have suggested that diffusivity parallel to the
primary direction (axial diffusivity; λ1) is more sensitive to the effects of axonal loss or
degradation than to demyelination, whereas diffusivity perpendicular to the primary direction
(radial diffusivity; the mean of λ2 and λ3) is differentially sensitive to demyelination-related
effects (S. K. Song, Sun, Ju, et al., 2003; S. K. Song, Sun, Ramsbottom, et al., 2002; Sun et
al., 2006).
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Researchers are actively applying DTI to investigate age-related changes in white matter
microstructure (Moseley, 2002; Salat, Tuch, Greve et al., 2005; Sullivan & Pfefferbaum,
2006). The DTI results complement those of the volumetric studies and consistently indicate
an age-related decline in FA during adulthood, suggesting a decline in white matter integrity.
Sullivan et al. (2001) first reported that age-related decline in FA is relatively more pronounced
in prefrontal regions, and this pattern has been confirmed in later studies (Head et al., 2004;
Madden et al., 2007; Salat, Tuch, Hevelone et al., 2005; Sullivan, Adalsteinsson, &
Pfefferbaum, 2006). There is regional variability in the degree of age-related decline in FA
within the frontal lobe, however, and decline is also notable in the posterior limb of the internal
capsule and posterior periventricular white matter (Salat, Tuch, Greve et al., 2005). Analyses
of the individual eigenvalues of the diffusion tensor suggest that the age-related decline in
prefrontal FA is due almost entirely to increased radial diffusivity, that is, in λ2 and λ3 (Bhagat
& Beaulieu, 2004; Sullivan et al., 2006), implicating histopathological mechanisms that pertain
to age-related changes in the structure or myelin, rather than a frank loss of axons.
J Cogn Neurosci. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2009 May 3.
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The goal of this research was to determine whether white matter integrity, within specific fiber
tracts, mediates age-related changes in cognitive performance. Age-related decline in white
matter integrity may contribute to older adults’ cognitive performance by disrupting the white
matter pathways connecting widely distributed cortical networks (Bartzokis et al., 2004;
Makris et al., 2007; Pfefferbaum, Adalsteinsson, & Sullivan, 2005). O’Sullivan et al. (2001)
and Sullivan et al. (2001) reported significant correlations between DTI measures of white
matter integrity and cognitive performance. Subsequent studies (Bucur et al., in press; Grieve,
Williams, Paul, Clark, & Gordon, 2007; Madden et al., 2004; Schulte, Sullivan, MullerOehring, Adalsteinsson, & Pfefferbaum, 2005) have confirmed this pattern, which is most often
expressed as a positive relation between performance and FA; that is, individuals with higher
levels of white matter integrity exhibit higher levels of task performance.
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To conclude that white matter integrity is a mediator of the relation between age and cognitive
performance, it is not sufficient to merely demonstrate that a correlation between white matter
integrity and a cognitive measure exists, or even that the correlation differs as a function of
age group. To establish that variation in white matter integrity operates as a mediating, causal
mechanism between age and cognition, rather than as a moderator variable with an associative
but not necessarily causal relation, three conditions are necessary (Baron & Kenny, 1986).
First, age differences should exist in the measure of cognitive performance; second, age
differences should exist in the measure of white matter integrity; and third, white matter
integrity should account for significant variance in cognitive performance, when age is also
included in the regression model. These conditions can be tested statistically within the general
linear model. A mediating relation exists when the variance in cognitive performance
attributable specifically to age is less in the third condition than in the first.
When the amount of age-related variance in a dependent variable (e.g., cognition) is
substantially attenuated by the presence of an additional independent variable (e.g., white
matter integrity), relative to when age is the sole independent variable, then the additional
variable can be interpreted as a mediator of the relation between age and the dependent variable
(Salthouse, 1992a; Salthouse, Atkinson, & Berish, 2003). Using this type of analytic approach
with T1-weighted MRI, Brickman et al. (2006) demonstrated that white matter volume in
regions of the frontal lobe mediated adult age differences in neuropsychological tests of
executive functioning and memory. To our knowledge, the only DTI study demonstrating a
mediational effect of white matter integrity is that of Bucur et al. (in press), who found that the
average FA within two regions of interest, the genu of the corpus callosum and a pericallosal
frontal region, mediated the relation between elementary perceptual speed and memory
retrieval, for younger and older adults combined. The Bucur et al. study, however, did not
assess the mediation of age-related variance in the behavioral measures.
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In the present analyses, we sought to determine whether white matter integrity mediated agerelated performance differences in a task-switching paradigm. On each trial, a cue indicated
which of two categorization decisions should be performed on an upcoming target word.
Performance in this type of task is typically slower and less accurate when the categorization
on the current trial switches from the previous trial, relative to when it repeats, reflecting many
factors involved in reconfiguring the task set (Meiran, Chorev, & Sapir, 2000; Monsell,
2003). The effects of task switching are more pronounced for older adults than for younger
adults (Meiran, Gotler, & Perlman, 2001; Verhaeghen & Cerella, 2002), although the age
effects are greater at the global level (i.e., a mixed-task trial block relative to a single-task trial
block) than at the local level (i.e., switch trials versus repeat trials). Neuroimaging studies of
younger adults suggest that task switching relies on a frontoparietal network that is activated
during attention-demanding visual tasks (Braver, Reynolds, & Donaldson, 2003; Kimberg,
Aguirre, & D’Esposito, 2000; Sohn, Ursu, Anderson, Stenger, & Carter, 2000).
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Analyses of age differences in behavioral measures can be complicated by the overall increase
in older adults’ reaction time (RT), as well as by individual differences in the relative emphasis
on speed versus accuracy. To address this issue, and to isolate different components of cognitive
performance, analyses of the behavioral data were based on the Ratcliff model of two-choice
discrimination (Ratcliff, 1978; Ratcliff, Spieler, & McKoon, 2000; Wagenmakers, van der
Maas, & Grasman, 2007). This model uses the RT distributions of both correct and incorrect
responses to separate the decisional and nondecisional components of performance. The model
yields several parameters, the most relevant of which, for the present purposes, are drift rate
(v; the rate of accumulation towards a decision) and nondecision time (T-er; perceptual-motor
response time). Thus, we examined the potential role of white matter integrity in these separate
aspects of cognitive performance. In our word categorization task, for example, drift rate would
reflect the retrieval of semantic information associated with the categorization response,
independent of perceptual-motor speed.
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We used DTI tractography (Catani, Howard, Pajevic, & Jones, 2002; Gerig, Gouttard, &
Corouge, 2004; Mori & van Zijl, 2002) to characterize the diffusion properties of white matter
pathways within the frontoparietal network. We performed tractography analyses for each
participant (i.e., in untransformed, native space), to reduce the effect of individual differences
in anatomy on tract estimation. The selected pathways were the genu and splenium of the corpus
callosum and the superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF). The genu and splenium serve as
interhemispheric connection pathways for prefrontal cortex and occipitoparietal association
cortex, respectively, whereas the SLF is a set of pathways connecting the frontal and parietal
lobes within each hemisphere (Makris et al., 2005; Schmahmann & Pandya, 2006). Previous
DTI studies have reported correlations between FA in these pathways and performance speed
(Bucur et al., in press; Madden et al., 2004; Schulte et al., 2005; Sullivan et al., 2001), but the
role of FA as a mediator of age-related variance in performance not been examined. In view
of the central role of the frontoparietal network in task switching (Braver et al., 2003; Kimberg
et al., 2000; Sohn et al., 2000), we hypothesized that FA in this network would be a mediator
of age-related change in task performance. In addition, if white matter integrity within these
frontoparietal regions influences the functioning of task-relevant attentional networks, then FA
should mediate age-related changes in the quality of decisional information (drift rate
parameter; v) rather than perceptual-motor speed (nondecision time parameter; T-er).

Methods
Participants
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The research procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Duke
University Medical Center, and all participants provided written informed consent. The
participants were 20 younger adults (18–27 years of age; 10 women) and 20 older adults (60–
85 years of age; 10 women). The younger adults were recruited from the Duke University
campus, and the older adults were healthy, community-dwelling individuals recruited from the
Duke Aging Center Research Participant Registry. All participants reported that they were
right-handed, free of significant disease such as atherosclerosis and hypertension, and not
taking medication known to affect cognitive functioning or cerebral blood flow. Review of
each participant’s T2-weighted structural images by a neuroradiologist (one of the authors,
J.M.P.) indicated that all were within normal limits with regard to abnormalities related to
atrophy, ventricular dilation, and the presence of white matter hyperintensities.
Demographic and psychometric data (Table 1) were obtained approximately two weeks prior
to the scanning session. All participants possessed corrected visual acuity of at least 20/40 and
possessed at least a secondary school education (12 years). Participants scored a minimum of
27 on the Mini-Mental State Exam (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) and a maximum of
9 on the Beck Depression Inventory (Beck, 1978). During the psychometric testing session,
J Cogn Neurosci. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2009 May 3.
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participants also completed a practice version of the task-switching test (with different stimuli)
that was used in the subsequent scanning session.
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Behavioral Task
The behavioral task that participants performed during scanning was a version of task
switching, modeled after that of Braver et al. (2003). Participants completed six blocks of 51
test trials, corresponding to six fMRI runs. The fMRI data will be reported in a separate article.
Participants viewed the task events with MRI-compatible goggles and responded manually
(with the index finger of each hand) via a fiber-optic response box. Within each run, there were
three on-task periods, separated by four off-task periods (one of which always occurred at the
beginning of the scanner run). This is a mixed blocked/event-related design (Visscher et al.,
2003). Each run was approximately 7 min 40 s in duration, comprised of the four off-task
periods (19.5 s each) and three on-task periods (approximately 2 min 7 s each).
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As illustrated in Figure 1, two types of trials occurred during each on-task period: cue-plustarget (12 per on-task period), and cue-only (4 per on-task period). On cue-plus-target trials,
participants viewed a cue message and then made a two-choice categorization response to a
subsequent target word (a concrete noun). The cue, which was either MAN/NAT or LRG/SML,
indicated the type of category decision to be made regarding the target word on the current
trial, either manmade/natural or large/small. Manmade/natural referred to artificial (e.g.,
sailboat) and natural (e.g., lemon) object categories, and large/small referred to whether the
referent of the word was larger (e.g., deer) or smaller (e.g., bullet) than a computer monitor.
Words were selected to be familiar concrete nouns that could be easily categorized in terms of
these criteria. On cue-only trials, the cue message was not followed by a target. These latter
trials were included to allow estimation of cue-specific hemodynamic activity and are not
reported in the results.
Each cue-plus-target trial was coded as either a repeat or a switch trial, on the basis of whether
the associated cue was the same as, or different from, the cue on the immediately preceding
trial (even if the preceding trial was cue-only). Within each of the six runs, there were 36 cueplus-target trials, comprising 18 switch trials and 18 repeat trials. The number of successive
trials with the same cue was limited to five. Across the six runs, the two types of categorization
decisions, and the two alternative responses within each category, occurred an approximately
equal number of times, on both switch and repeat trials.
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At the beginning of each run, during the first off-task period, a row of three white fixation
crosses appeared in the center of the viewing area for 19.5 s. These three crosses also remained
in view during the other three off-task periods. During the on-task periods (Figure 1), each trial
began with a 0.50 s cue and was followed by a 1.0 s single fixation cross; the target word then
occurred for 1.50 s. Following the offset of the target, a variable blank period (with a single
fixation cross) occurred for either 1.50 s, 3.0 s, 4.50 s, 6.0 s, or 7.50 s. The words were presented
in large (56 point) white Arial font against a black background. During target word presentation,
the two response options were presented at the bottom of the viewing area, at the left and right
sides, corresponding to the location of the assigned buttons on the response box. The fixation
cross was red following the cue but white following the target, to provide a clear indication of
cue-only trials (i.e., the fixation cross changed from red to white). An off-task period followed
each (randomized) set of 12 cue-plus-target trials and 4 cue-only trials.
Participants completed one block of 51 practice trials, while situated in the scanner, before
performing the test trials. The instructions were to read the cue and to respond as quickly as
possible to the target while still being correct. The manmade and large responses were always
assigned to one response button and the natural and small responses were always assigned to
the other button, but the assignment of the response-pairs to the individual buttons was varied
J Cogn Neurosci. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2009 May 3.
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across participants within each age group, as was the presentation order of the six blocks of
test trials.
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Imaging Protocol
Acquisition parameters—Scanning was conducted on a 3T GE Signa Excite MRI scanner
(GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) with 50mT/m gradients, in concert with an 8-channel head
coil. Head motion was minimized with a vacuum-pack system molded to each participant’s
head. Participants wore foam-insert earplugs to counteract scanner noise. The scanning session
began with a T1-weighted sagittal localizer series, spanning the midline, followed by four other
series, in the following order: T1-weighted, T2-weighted, six runs of T2*-weighted (functional),
and two runs of DTI. With the exception of the T1-weighted localizer series, slice orientation
was near-axial, parallel to the anterior-posterior commissure (AC-PC) plane.
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The near-axial T1-weighted images were acquired with a high-resolution, 3D fast inverserecovery-prepared spoiled gradient recalled (SPGR) sequence (256 × 256 matrix; TR = 7.4
ms; TE = 3 ms; flip angle = 12°; FOV = 25.6 cm), yielding 104 contiguous slices of 1.2 mm
(1 mm2 in-plane resolution). Each of the DTI sequences used a dual spin echo base sequence
(128 × 128 matrix; TR = 17000 ms; TE = 86.7 ms; flip angle = 90°; FOV = 25.6 cm), yielding
52 contiguous slices of 2.4 mm (1 mm2 in-plane resolution). Diffusion was measured from 15
non-collinear directions at a b factor of 1000 s/mm2; one reference image had no diffusion
weighting. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, the two DTI runs were merged to a single data
set for each participant. The resulting images were skull-stripped in order to remove non-brain
and ambient noise. We calculated diffusion tensors from the 15 diffusion weighted images,
based on a least squares fit of the tensor model to the diffusion data (Basser & Jones, 2002).
Diagonalization of the tensor yielded three voxel-specific eigenvalues (λ1 > λ2 > λ3), which
represent diffusivities along the three principal directions of the tensor.
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Fiber tracking—The derivation of white matter fiber tracts from the initial DTI datasets was
conducted at the individual participant level, in untransformed (native) space, with
FiberTracking 2.2.1 and FiberViewer 1.2.3 software (http://www.ia.unc.edu/dev/; Gerig et al.,
2004). The software employs a backtracking method (Mori & van Zijl, 2002) that estimates
the direction of greatest diffusivity (λ1) between operator-defined target and source regions,
while eliminating fibers terminating operator-defined exclusion regions. Because the 2.4 mm
slice thickness of the DTI images was a multiple of the 1.2 mm slice thickness of the T1weighted SPGR images, the latter were resampled to align with the tensors. Four trained
operators, blind to participant age, used ITK-SNAP software (http://www.itksnap.org/;
Yushkevich et al., 2006) to draw target, source, and exclusion regions on the axial slices of
each participant’s SPGR image. In the case of significant head movement between SPGR and
DTI sequence, regions were drawn on the tensor b0 image. The fiber tracking output comprises
representations of fiber bundles that are estimated to pass through the target regions from the
source regions, eliminating fibers from the exclusion regions.
We performed tractography for four pathways: fibers coursing through the genu of the corpus
callosum, fibers coursing through the splenium of the corpus callosum connecting to the
occipital lobe, fibers of the splenium connecting to the parietal lobe, and fibers associated with
the superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF). The target regions in the genu and splenium were
drawn to generate fiber tracts from bilateral sources, and the target regions in the SLF were
drawn in the left and right hemispheres separately. Fiber tracking parameters for the genu and
splenium included a minimum FA of 0.15, a fiber tracking threshold (neighborhood voxel
coherence) of 0.125, a minimum fiber number of 50, and an angle of maximum deviation of
35 degrees. Because the SLF is more difficult to distinguish from neighboring gray matter than
is the corpus callosum, the minimum FA was set to 0.35 for the SLF. Occasional extraneous
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fibers were eliminated through length-based fiber set thresholding and Hausdorff (distancebased fiber set clustering) methods incorporated into the FiberViewer software.
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Examples of target regions, source regions, exclusion regions, and fiber tracts for a single
participant are presented in Figure 2. The target regions were defined using anatomical
landmarks (Duvernoy, 1999;Makris et al., 2005;Schmahmann & Pandya, 2006).For the genu
and splenium, we used a method similar to that of Sullivan et al. (2006). We located the target
region for the genu using the anterior horns of the lateral ventricle as lateral boundaries (in the
axial view), with the anterior cingulate gyrus as the anterior boundary. Operators drew this
target region on 3–5 axial slices, using the presence of the body of the corpus callosum in the
axial view as a superior boundary. Source regions for the genu were two parasagittal planes
(one per hemisphere; each three slices wide), placed at a point 4–6 sagittal slices from the axial
midline (at approximately the lateral boundaries of the target region), spanning the entire brain
in the sagittal view.
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The target for the splenium-occipital region was also located on 3–5 axial slices, using the
presence of the body of the corpus callosum in the axial view as a superior boundary, although
these slices were not constrained to correspond exactly to those used for the genu. In the axial
view, the splenium-occipital target region was defined to be a section that is just medial to the
posterior horns of the lateral ventricle. The posterior boundary was the posterior cingulate
gyrus. Source regions were two parasagittal planes, located similarly to those for the genu, but
slightly more lateral, 6–8 sagittal slices from the axial midline. To isolate fibers connecting the
splenium and occipital lobe, tract estimation was constrained to exclude any fibers terminating
in the parietal lobe.
The splenium-parietal target and source regions were defined similarly to the spleniumoccipital case, except that tract estimation was constrained to exclude any fibers terminating
in the occipital lobe. As a result of these constraints implemented in the fiber tracking algorithm,
the fibers estimated for the splenium-occipital and splenium-parietal regions, though passing
through the splenium in each case, were mutually exclusive.
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The SLF comprises four anatomical subcomponents (Makris et al., 2005; Schmahmann &
Pandya, 2006). We attempted to limit analysis, as much as possible, to SLF II, which occupies
the central core of white matter, above the insula, between the frontal and parietal lobes of each
hemisphere. Each SLF target region (per hemisphere) spanned three consecutive coronal slices.
To define the first, posterior target region, the central sulcus was located in the upper axial
slices, and three consecutive coronal slices were selected for the target, with the middle slice
positioned at the most lateral point of the central sulcus. The target region on these three coronal
slices included gray and white matter from the top of the brain to the to the lateral fissure,
excluding the cingulate gyrus. The second, anterior target region, was also located in the axial
view, at the slice just superior to the ventricles. This region comprised three coronal slices,
with the middle one positioned at the most lateral point of the precentral sulcus. This region
also included the gray and white matter between the top of the brain and the lateral fissure,
excluding the cingulate gyrus.
Operators drew three source regions for the SLF; these spanned the axial slices between the
top of the brain and the top of the ventricles, excluding the cingulate gyrus, within each
hemisphere. The first source comprised frontal lobe gray and white matter anterior to the
anterior target region, the second source was the gray and white matter between the anterior
and posterior target regions; and the third source was gray and white matter between the
posterior target region and the parieto-occipital sulcus. Tract estimation was additionally
constrained to exclude fibers terminating in the temporal or occipital lobe.
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Within the genu and splenium regions, tract length was limited to 18 mm on either side of the
axial midline. We divided the genu and splenium into center, left, and right segments, using a
point 5 mm on either side of the midline 0 value as the lateral boundaries of the center segment,
and the 6–18 mm on either side as the left and right segments. For the SLF, tract length was
limited to 18 mm anterior and posterior to the central sulcus (i.e., anterior and posterior
segments of 18 mm each).

Results
Task Switching Performance
Mean reaction time and error rate—We eliminated those cue-plus-target trials on which
the participant either did not respond or responded with a RT < 300 ms or > 2500 ms (< 2%
of trials within each age group). The mean RT for correct responses (across all six runs) and
the mean percentage accuracy are presented in Table 2. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the
mean RT data, using age group as a between-subjects variable and task condition (switch,
repeat) as a within-subjects variable, yielded only a main effect of age group, F(1, 38) = 15.56,
p < .001, reflecting the age-related increase in RT. For accuracy, only the main effect of
condition was significant, F(1, 38) = 44.90, p < .0001, reflecting the higher accuracy for repeat
trials than for switch trials.
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Reaction time model—We separated the decisional and nondecisional components of
performance with a simplified version of the Ratcliff model of two-choice discrimination
(Ratcliff, 1978; Ratcliff, Spieler, & McKoon, 2000) developed by Wagenmakers et al.
(2007). The Wagenmakers et al. implementation combines the information from the mean and
variance of RT for correct responses, and the mean accuracy, for each participant, to estimate
three parameters: the quality of decision information (drift rate; v), the time required for
perceptual-motor processes (nondecision time; T-er), and response conservativeness
(cautiousness; a). We obtained separate estimates of drift rate and nondecision time for the
repeat and switch trials. The drift rate, representing the accumulation of information, can vary
as a function of the decision process on each trial. Although nondecision time should not, in
theory, vary across different types of trials intermixed within a block, we analyzed nondecision
time for switch and repeat trials separately because there is evidence that task difficulty can
influence the nondecision time parameter (Spaniol, Madden, & Voss, 2006). Analysis of the
cautiousness parameter was limited to the participant level, because the participants’ response
conservativeness (i.e., amount of evidence required for a particular response) should not
fluctuate systematically within a block of trials.
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Analysis of variance of the drift rate and nondecision time data (Figure 3) treated age group
as a between-subjects variable and task condition (repeat vs. switch) as a within-subjects
variable. Significant main effects of age group indicated that older adults exhibited a lower
drift rate, F(1, 38) = 10.74, p < .01, and higher nondecision time, F(1, 38) = 6.84, p < .05, than
younger adults. Switch trials were associated with a lower drift rate, F(1, 38) = 36.52, p < .
0001, and higher nondecision time, F(1, 38) = 5.80, p < .05, than repeat trials. The Age Group
× Task Condition interaction was not significant for either drift rate or nondecision time. The
value of the a parameter was higher for older adults (M = 0.14; SD = 0.02) than for younger
adults (M = 0.13; SD = 0.02), t(38) = 2.65, SE = 0.005, p < .01, indicating an age-related increase
in cautiousness.
Fiber Tracking Data
Mean FA values within the estimated fiber tracts, at millimeter intervals along the estimated
tract, are presented in Figure 4. (Splenium-parietal data for one older adult were eliminated
because the fiber tracking algorithm did not generate the minimum number of 50 fibers.) We
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performed ANOVAs of FA for each region, using age group as a between-subjects variable,
and segment as a within-subjects variable. For the SLF, hemisphere was an additional withinsubjects variable. The results of these analyses (Table 3) confirm the pattern evident in Figure
4: For each of the four regions, there was a significant main effect of age group, reflecting an
age-related decline in FA. Each region also exhibited a significant effect of segment. In the
case of the genu and both splenium regions, this effect represented a decline in FA for the
peripheral segments relative to the central segment. For the SLF, the segment effect represented
lower FA values anterior to the central sulcus than posterior to it.
In the FA analyses of the regions, two Age Group × Segment interactions were significant,
indicating variation in the age difference as a function of the segment within the region. The
first Age Group × Segment interaction, for the genu, resulted from a more pronounced agerelated decline in FA for the peripheral segments than for the central segment. (The spleniumparietal data exhibited a marginally significant trend towards a similar pattern.) The second
Age Group × Segment effect, for the SLF, occurred as the result of greater age-related decline
in FA anterior to the central sulcus than in the more posterior segment of this tract. The SLF
also exhibited a Hemisphere × Segment interaction, because the lower mean FA for the anterior
segment, relative to the posterior segment, was present for both hemispheres but was greater
for the left hemisphere (M difference in FA of 0.0179) than for the right hemisphere (M
difference in FA of 0.0026).
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We also conducted analyses of the age difference for axial diffusivity (λ1) and radial diffusivity
(mean of λ2 and λ3) separately (averaged over within-tract segments), to test previous
observations that age-related change is specific to radial diffusivity (Bhagat & Beaulieu,
2004; Sullivan et al., 2006). The most important aspect of these results, illustrated in Figure 5,
is that no region exhibited a significant age difference in axial diffusivity. Significant agerelated increases in radial diffusivity occurred for the genu, F(1, 38) = 19.15, p < .0001, and
the SLF, F(1, 38) = 8.62, p < .01,with a similar though marginal effect in the splenium-occipital
region F(1, 38) = 3.76, p < .06.
Mediation of Task Switching by White Matter Integrity
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We limited the mediation analyses to the performance measures of drift rate and nondecision
time, because these latter measures (unlike the cautiousness parameter) reflect the quality of
information processing for individual decisions, which in turn would rely on the integrity of
task-relevant neural networks. In addition, because our goal was to determine the mediation
of age-related effects, and the magnitude of the age group differences in drift rate and
nondecision time did not vary significantly as a function of switch versus repeat trials, we
averaged over these different trial types and obtained a single drift rate and nondecision time
for each participant.
For both nondecision time and drift rate, regression models were developed for each regional
FA value as a predictor of performance, with age group included in the model (i.e., covaried).
Three fiber-tract segments (splenium-occipital left, splenium-parietal center, and SLF leftposterior) were excluded from further analyses because they did not exhibit a significant agerelated change (Table 4). For nondecision time, none of the 10 candidate FA values was
significant as a predictor when covaried for age group. For drift rate, age-covaried FA values
from two regions were significant as predictors: genu center, β = 0.249, SE = 0.124, p = .05,
and splenium-parietal right, β = 0.348, SE = 0.151, p < .05. Parameter estimates for both regions
were positive, indicating that individuals with higher FA values also had higher drift rates (i.e,
increased white matter integrity was associated with more efficient accumulation of evidence).
We used hierarchical regression to estimate the amount of age-related variance in drift rate,
when FA was entered into the model before age group, relative to when age group was the only
J Cogn Neurosci. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2009 May 3.
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predictor (Salthouse, 1992a). The unique variance in drift rate associated with age group,
following FA, divided by the variance associated with age group as the sole predictor, is an
indicator of the degree to which FA attenuates the age-related variance.
The results, illustrated in Figure 6, indicate that when used as sole predictors, there were
significant components of variance in drift rate for age group, β = −0.174, SE = 0.005, p < .01,
genu center, β = 0.367, SE = 0.116, p < .01, and splenium-parietal right, β = 0.482, SE = 0.130,
p < .001. When entered before age group, the splenium-parietal right FA variable led to a
substantial attenuation in age-related variance, and age group did not remain significant as a
predictor of drift rate. The genu center FA variable, when entered before age group, also led
to a pronounced attenuation in the age-related variance in drift rate, though age group remained
significant as a predictor, β = −0.123, SE = 0.006, p < .05.

Discussion
DTI Findings
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Using DTI tractography, we characterized white matter integrity within several pathways of
the frontoparietal network and tested whether integrity (as indexed by FA) in this network
mediated adult age differences in cognitive performance during task switching. We relied on
the definition of mediation by Baron and Kenny (1986), which required that several conditions
be met: the existence of age differences in both cognitive performance and FA, and a significant
relation between FA and cognition when age-related effects in cognition were controlled
statistically. The main finding was that, as hypothesized, mean FA in two regions, the central
portion of the genu, and the splenium-parietal fibers in the right hemisphere, was related to
performance independently of age and provided substantial attenuation of the age-related
variance in performance (Figure 6). In addition, as discussed below, FA was related to a
measure of the quality of decisional information and not to the perceptual-motor
(nondecisional) component. The present study is, to our knowledge, the first demonstration of
the mediation of age-related differences in cognitive performance by white matter integrity.
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Age-related decline in FA was distributed throughout nearly all of the selected pathways. The
decline was numerically greatest the peripheral segments of the genu (Figure 4), consistent
with previous observations of greater age-related decline in FA in anterior brain regions (Head
et al., 2004;Sullivan et al., 2001,2006;Sullivan & Pfefferbaum, 2006). The analysis of axial
and radial diffusivity suggested that the age-related changes in FA were not equally apparent
in all three eigenvalues but were instead limited entirely to radial diffusivity (Figure 5). This
age-related increase in diffusivity perpendicular to the primary eigenvalue confirms previous
findings (Bhagat & Beaulieu, 2004;Sullivan et al., 2006) and suggests that the primary
neurobiological mechanism of age-related change in white matter integrity is decreased
integrity of myelin rather than axonal damage or loss (S. K. Song, Sun, Ju, et al., 2003;S. K.
Song, Sun, Ramsbottom, et al., 2002;Sun et al., 2006). However, the contributions of axonal
loss (Marner et al., 2003) to changes in DTI assessments of cerebral white matter in the aging
brain are not well understood and may also result in age-related increases in λ2 and λ3.
The two regions that we found to be mediators, the genu and splenium of the corpus callosum,
have been identified previously in correlational studies of white matter and behavior. Previous
studies have found that increased perceptual speed is associated with increased white matter
integrity in the genu (Bucur et al., in press; Schulte et al., 2005; Sullivan et al., 2001). White
matter integrity of the splenium has also exhibited similar correlations with speed-dependent
measures (Madden et al., 2004; Sullivan et al., 2001). The present data suggest that splenium
fibers leading to the parietal lobe, especially in the right hemisphere, are related more closely
to age differences in cognitive performance than are splenium-occipital fibers. The cortical
network that is active during task switching involves dorsolateral prefrontal and superior
J Cogn Neurosci. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2009 May 3.
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parietal regions (Braver et al., 2003; Kimberg et al., 2000; Sohn et al., 2000). Previous fMRI
investigations of visual attention have also noted that attention-dependent parietal activations
are relatively greater in the right hemisphere (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Kim et al., 1999).
Age-related decline in white matter integrity would lead to some degree of graded, functional
disconnection among task-relevant cortical regions in the frontoparietal network (Bartzokis et
al., 2004; Makris et al., 2007; O’Sullivan et al., 2001; Pfefferbaum et al., 2005; Sullivan &
Pfefferbaum, 2006).
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Current models of age-related change in brain function frequently propose that age-related
deficits in cognitive performance reflect the interactive effects of structural changes in the
frontal lobe and the compensatory recruitment of these regions to support task performance
(Cabeza, 2002; Davis, Dennis, Daselaar, Fleck, & Cabeza, in press; Dennis & Cabeza, 2008;
Grady, 2000). In view of the mediational effects associated with the splenium as well as the
genu, however, we emphasize that white matter integrity of posterior brain regions is also
relevant. The cortical networks activated by attention-demanding tasks are distributed widely
and vulnerable to disruption at posterior as well as anterior sites (Andrews-Hanna et al.,
2007; Greenwood, 2000; Tisserand & Jolles, 2003). In addition, although age-related decline
in FA for the SLF was greater in the portion of this pathway anterior to the central sulcus than
posterior to it, the anterior SLF was not a significant mediator of age differences in
performance. Thus, although age-related decline may be detected more frequently within
anterior brain regions, whether a particular white matter region serves as a behavioral mediator
is not dependent on the magnitude of age-related decline in FA for that region (Madden et al.,
2004).
The tractography method that we used, applied at the individual participant level, has the
advantage of taking individual differences in anatomy into account, but several sources of error
exist, including the thresholding, the use of non-isotropic voxel dimensions, the presence of
crossing fibers, and partial volume effects. It would consequently be valuable to have
converging evidence, regarding the age differences in white matter integrity that we have
observed, from tractography based on spatially normalized data and isotropic voxel
dimensions.
Behavioral Findings
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We separated the decisional and nondecisional components of performance by applying a
quantitative model that combines information from the distribution of RT and accuracy across
trials (Ratcliff, 1978; Ratcliff, Spieler, & McKoon, 2000; Wagenmakers et al., 2007). This
model has been applied previously to age differences in other forms of two-choice
discrimination (Ratcliff, Thapar, & McKoon, 2004; Spaniol, Madden, & Voss, 2006), but has
not been investigated in the context of task switching. The results (Figure 3) demonstrated that,
relative to younger adults, older adults exhibited both a decline in the quality of the decisional
component (drift rate, v), and an increase in the time required by nondecisional, encoding and
response processes (T-er). We also obtained an age-related increase in cautiousness (a). These
findings confirm previous age-related effects applications of this model (Ratcliff, Thapar, &
McKoon, 2004; Spaniol, Madden, & Voss, 2006). New findings were the decreased drift rate
and increased nondecision time for switch trials, relative to repeat trials, reflecting the increased
attentional demands of task switching as expressed in these model parameters. The effects of
aging and task switching were not interactive, however, and the increased difficulty of the
switch trials relative to repeat trials was similar for the two age groups. This pattern is consistent
with previous studies of age differences in task switching. Global switch costs (i.e., the
difference between tasks involving switching and those involving a single, constant decision)
are typically higher for older adults than for younger adults, whereas local switch costs (i.e.,
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the cost of switching across adjacent trials) is less age-dependent (Meiran et al., 2001;
Verhaeghen & Cerella, 2002).
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Because the difference between switch and repeat trials was similar for the two age groups,
we averaged across these trials to investigate the mediation of age-related effects in the drift
rate and nondecision time measures. The mediational effect of white matter integrity that we
observed (Figure 6) consequently refers to performance of the manmade/natural and large/
small categorization decisions, independently of the effects of switching between these tasks.
The role of white matter integrity, however, was specific to the decisional component of this
categorization (e.g., retrieval of the requisite semantic information); mediation was not
associated with time required for nondecisional processes. Paus et al. (2001) emphasized that,
in studies of white matter-behavioral correlations, information processing tasks have an
advantage, relative to standardized psychometric tests, by providing better access to the
“building blocks” of cognitive abilities. The present findings support the Paus et al. proposal
and suggest that correlations between FA and behavioral measures (Sullivan & Pfefferbaum,
2006) are not dependent entirely on perceptual-motor processing and may instead reflect
decision-level processing. Application of tractography to pathways more directly involved with
perceptual-motor processing (e.g., corticospinal tracts), may yield correlations between FA
and nondecision time. From the present results, we conclude that some decision-related
processes operate less efficiently for older adults than for younger adults, and that age-related
decline in the white matter integrity within specific regions of the frontoparietal network
(central genu and splenium-parietal fibers in the right hemisphere) has a causal role in this form
of age-related cognitive change.
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Figure 1.
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Sequence of events on each trial. The cue display indicated the type of category decision
(manmade/natural or larger/smaller than the computer monitor) to be made regarding the target
word. Participants responded at the onset of target. Trials are defined as repeat or switch in
relation to the cue on the immediately preceding trial. ITI = inter-trial interval.
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Figure 2.

Examples of fiber tracts (in red) generated by target and source region placement, for a single
participant. The orange areas are target regions, the green areas are source regions, and the
blue areas are exclusion regions. All of these regions are operator defined, for each participant,
using anatomical boundaries. The fiber tracking algorithm estimates tracts that pass through
the target regions from the source regions, eliminating any fibers terminating in the exclusion
regions. The approximate locations of output fiber tracts are illustrated by overlaying on a
single-slice T1-weighted image. Panel A = genu; Panel B = splenium-occipital; Panel C =
splenium-parietal; Panel D = superior longitudinal fasciculus.
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Figure 3.

Mean parameter estimates (Wagenmakers, van der Maas, & Grasman, 2007) of task switching
performance, as a function of age group and repeat versus switch trials. Panel A = the drift rate
parameter (v), representing the quality of decision processing; Panel B = the nondecision time
parameter (T-er), representing perceptual encoding and response time.
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Figure 4.

Mean fractional anisotropy (FA) as a function of age group and interval along the tract. Error
bars represent 1 SE. Panel A = genu and superior longitudinal fasciculus; Panel B = spleniumoccipital and splenium-parietal. For genu and splenium, the tracts are oriented left-right, with
0 = axial midline. For the superior longitudinal fasciculus, the tracts are oriented anteriorposterior and 0 = central sulcus. Below the mean FA data, t-values are plotted for the age group
comparison at each point along the tract. The dotted line represents the significant t(38) value
for p < .05, two-tailed.
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Figure 5.

Diffusivity as a function of age group and region. Panel A = axial diffusivity (the first
eigenvalue, λ1); Panel B = radial diffusivity (the mean of the second and third eigenvalues,
λ2, and λ3); Sp-Par = splenium-parietal; Sp-Occ = splenium-occipital; SLF = superior
longitudinal fasciculus.
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Figure 6.

Attenuation of age-related variance in drift rate (decisional processing) by regional FA. The
first three bars (from left to right) in the graph illustrate the variance in drift rate associated
with age group, FA in the right-hemisphere splenium-parietal tract (Sp-Par R), and FA in the
central genu (Genu-C), when each of these variables is used as the sole predictor of drift rate.
The last two bars in the graph illustrate the attenuation of age-related variance when either the
splenium or genu FA variables are entered before age group in the regression model. The
substantial attenuation indicates that these variables are mediators of age differences in this
aspect of task performance.
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Table 1

Participant Variables by Age Group
M

SD

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Younger

Older

Younger

Older

Age (years)

22.40a

69.60b

2.50

6.05

Education (years)

15.75a

16.40a

2.22

2.82

MMSE

29.32a

28.47b

0.60

1.12

2.65a

2.90a

2.74

2.77

65.60a

65.05a

3.15

3.80

BDI
Vocabulary
Digit Symbol Acc
Digit Symbol RT

98.52a

95.62b

1.46

1.89

1338.40a

1836.20b

249.75

314.16

Note. n = 20 per age group. Vocabulary = raw score (maximum of 70) on the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised (Wechsler, 1981); BDI = points
above zero on the Beck Depression Inventory (Beck, 1978); Digit Symbol Acc and Digit Symbol RT = percentage correct and reaction time (ms),
respectively, on a computer test of digit-symbol coding (Salthouse, 1992b); MMSE = raw score (maximum 30) on the Mini-Mental State Exam (Folstein,
Folstein, & McHugh, 1975). Means in the same row that do not share subscripts differ by t-test at p < .05.
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Table 2

Mean Reaction Time and Error Rate, in Task Switching, by Age Group and Task
Condition

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

M

SD

Younger

Older

Younger

Older

897.30

1038.12

105.34

124.97

95.46

93.47

2.22

3.71

899.06

1046.09

115.40

118.04

92.27

91.44

2.92

2.68

Repeat Trials
Reaction time (ms)
Accuracy (%)

Switch Trials
Reaction time (ms)
Accuracy (%)

Note. n = 20 per age group.
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Table 3

Significant ANOVA Effects for Fractional Anisotropy
Region

Effect

df

F

p

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Genu
Grp

1, 38

40.03

<.0001

Segment

2, 76

578.58

<.0001

Grp × Segment

2, 76

7.39

0.0012

Grp

1, 38

22.18

<.0001

Segment

1, 38

13.34

0.0008

Grp × Segment

1, 38

6.43

0.0155

Hem × Segment

1, 38

5.65

0.0226

Grp

1, 38

8.93

0.0049

Segment

2, 76

172.52

<.0001

Grp

1, 37

8.31

0.0065

Segment

2, 74

480.09

<.0001

Grp × Segment

2, 74

2.77

0.0693

SLF

Splenium-occipital

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Splenium-parietal

Note. SLF = superior longitudinal fasciculus; Grp = age group; Hem = hemisphere; Segment = center, left, right for genu and splenium regions; Segment
= anterior, posterior for SLF; n = 20 per age group except for older adults’ Splenium-Parietal, where n = 19.
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0.6481

0.7275
0.5674
0.5552

0.5449
0.5420
0.5393
0.5485

Splenium-parietal center

Splenium-parietal left

Splenium-parietal right

SLF right-anterior

SLF right-posterior

SLF left-anterior

SLF left-posterior

M

0.5368

0.5101

0.5189

0.5108

0.5119

0.5468

0.7138

0.6129

0.6178

0.7129

0.4677

0.4915

0.6628

Older

0.0250

0.0356

0.0225

0.0174

0.0343

0.0269

0.0482

0.0345

0.0303

0.0454

0.0286

0.0277

0.0272

Younger

SD

0.0136

0.0229

0.0192

0.0248

0.0344

0.0311

0.0412

0.0409

0.0398

0.0417

0.0489

0.0414

0.0567

Older

Note. SLF = superior longitudinal fasciculus. n = 20 per age group except for the older adults’ Splenium-Parietal region, where n = 19.

0.6357

Splenium-occipital right

0.5570

Genu right

Splenium-occipital left

0.5624

Genu left

0.7490

0.7088

Genu center

Splenium-occipital center

Younger

Region

1.85

3.08

3.50

5.05

3.94

2.21

0.95

2.94

1.59

2.62

7.05

6.36

3.27

t

38

38

38

38

37

37

37

38

38

38

38

38

38

df
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Test of Age Group Difference in Mean Fractional Anisotropy, by Region

0.0721

0.0038

0.0012

<.0001

0.0004

0.0332

0.3466

0.0056

0.1195

0.0125

<.0001

<.0001

0.0023

p
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